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Abstract 

Cooperative binding of transcription factors (TFs) to promoters and other regulatory 
regions is essential for precise gene expression. The classical model of cooperativity 
requires direct interactions between TFs, thus constraining the arrangement of TF sites in 
regulatory regions. Recent genomic and functional studies, however, demonstrate a great 
deal of flexibility in such arrangements with variable distances, numbers of sites, and 
identities of TF sites located in cis-regulatory regions. Such flexibility is inconsistent with 
cooperativity by direct interactions between TFs. Here, we demonstrate that strong 
cooperativity among non-interacting TFs can be achieved by their competition with 
nucleosomes. We find that the mechanism of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity is 
analogous to cooperativity in another multi-molecular complex: hemoglobin. This surprising 
analogy provides deep insights, with parallels between the heterotropic regulation of 
hemoglobin (e.g. the Bohr effect) and the roles of nucleosome-positioning sequences and 
chromatin modifications in gene expression. Nucleosome-mediated cooperativity is 
consistent with several experimental studies, is equally applicable to repressors and 
activators, allows substantial flexibility in and modularity of regulatory regions, and 
provides a rationale for a broad range of genomic and evolutionary observations. Striking 
parallels between cooperativity in hemoglobin and in transcriptional regulation point to a 
general mechanism that can be used in various biological systems. 
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Introduction 

In higher eukaryotes, cis-regulatory regions are 200-3000 base pairs (bps) in length and 
may contain clusters of 3-50 TF binding sites (TFBSs) (1-4). The arrangement, identity and 
affinity of the sites determine the function of the regulatory region. Cooperative binding of 
TFs to regulatory regions leads to highly cooperative gene activation and is essential for 
development (5) and other vital processes (6). 

 Cooperative binding is traditionally explained by protein-protein interactions among 
TFs (7, 8). While this mechanism finds support in bacterial and some eukaryotic systems 
(9), several functional and genomic observations are inconsistent with it. Cooperativity by 
protein-protein interactions (directly or via DNA looping (7, 8, 10)) can significantly 
constrain arrangements of TFBSs, allowing only those that provide the correct orientation, 
order and distance between TFs. On the contrary, recent evolutionary analysis of 
Drosophila enhancers revealed massive turnover and rearrangements of TFBSs (11, 12). 
Furthermore functional studies demonstrated that cis-regulatory regions could tolerate 
incorporation of new binding sites (promiscuity) and significant alterations in TFBS 
placement while retaining in vivo functionality (11, 13, 14). The few mechanisms that have 
been proposed to explain flexible arrangements of TFBSs and promiscuity are based on 
the idea of transcriptional synergy (i.e. cooperative recognition or simultaneous contact 
between TFs and some part of the transcription machinery (13, 14)), rather than 
cooperative binding of TFs to DNA. 

 An alternative mechanism of cooperativity considered here is based on synergistic 
binding of non-interacting TFs mediated by a nucleosome. The phenomenon of 
nucleosome-mediated cooperativity has been documented by a series of in vivo and in 
vitro experiments (6, 15-17), which demonstrated synergistic binding and gene activation 
by non-endogenous TFs (e.g. Gal4 and LexA) that occupied sites on nucleosomal DNA 
(Fig 1). Such cooperativity requires only the DNA-binding domains of TFs, suggesting that 
it does not involve chromatin modification or direct protein-protein interactions (18). 
Experimental studies (16) and an earlier model (19) of synergistic binding to nucleosomal 
DNA considered only two close-by (~30bps) sites (Fig 1B)  that interact through an 
assisted unwrapping mechanism: binding of the first TF leads to partial unwrapping of 
nucleosomal DNA, thus making the site of the second TF more accessible (19).  

 Here we introduce and analyze a different mechanism of nucleosome-mediated 
cooperativity. We show that competition between histones and TFs for a region of DNA 
that bears an array of TFBSs induces strongly cooperative binding of TFs and cooperative 
nucleosome eviction. We find this mechanism of cooperativity is identical to the Monod-
Wyman-Chaneux model of cooperativity in hemoglobin (20). Using this analogy, we gain 
deeper insights into a range of phenomena such as the role of nucleosome-positioning 
sequences and histone modifications, low-affinity TFBS and TFBS clustering (see Table 
S1). Finally, we review experimental evidences in support of our nucleosome-mediated 
mechanism (Table S2). 

 Presented mechanism of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity is sufficiently general, 
provides a high Hill coefficient (21) and leads to passive nucleosome eviction. These 
aspects distinguish it from assisted unwrapping (19), which requires that a nucleosome 
remains in place, but cannot achieve a high Hill coefficient due to gradual unwrapping of 
nucleosomal DNA (see SI). Our framework, in essence, integrates DNA unwrapping as a 
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mechanism of TF access to nucleosomal DNA, with the possibility of nucleosome eviction. 
The high energetic cost of nucleosome eviction and greater length of DNA that becomes 
accessible to TF binding upon eviction provide high cooperativity for TF binding. Note that 
our model does not consider active (ATP-dependent) nucleosome modification by 
recruited TFs. This important mechanism of chromatin remodeling may follow the initial 

cooperative binding of TFs and passive nucleosome eviction. Similarly, we do not 

consider interactions the effect of nucleosome eviction on the positioning of neighboring 

nucleosomes (22, 23). A recent study (24) modeled the effect of two TF binding their 

sites in nucleosomal DNA, demonstrating cooperative binding, which however do not 
exhibit a high Hill coefficient (SI, Table S3, Fig S3). 

 Proposed mechanism requires several TFBSs located within nucleosomal DNA 
(see (7, 25, 26) for examples). As such, it is more applicable to gene regulation in 
multicellular eukaryotes where the sites are shorter and more sites are clustered together 
to form a regulatory region, than to yeast where 1-2 sites can be sufficient (27). 

 In general, the input of a regulatory module is an external stimulus (e.g. a ligand or 
activation of an upstream kinase) and the output is gene expression. Here, the input is a 
concentration of TFs activated by such stimuli and poised to bind their sites. The output is 
TF occupancy of a regulatory region, rather than gene expression, as expression can be a 
complex function of the occupancy. Our model is equally applicable to repressors and 
activators, providing cooperative binding irrespective of the effect of bound TFs on gene 
expression.  
 

Results 

The model of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity 
We consider interactions of TFs with a stable nucleosome, containing an array of n TFBSs 
within its DNA footprint (147bps) (Fig.1B). This region of DNA can be in one of two states: 
the nucleosome (N) state and the open (O) state, in which histones are absent from the 
region. While histones limit access of other proteins to nucleosomal DNA, the nucleosome 
is highly dynamic, with DNA unwrapping and wrapping at a high rate, thus making 
nucleosomal DNA at least partially accessible to TFs (28, 29). TFBSs can be occupied by 
TFs in either the N or O state leading to 2n states labeled Ni and Oi, (i=0,1,…n) where i is 
the number of occupied sites. The equilibrium between the N and O states in the absence 
of bound TFs is characterized by the constantL = [N

0
] [O

0
] , where L >>1  for a stable 

nucleosome. The affinity of TFs for the sites depends on the state, with binding constants 
KN and KO, (

 
K
O
! K

N
 due to higher affinity in the open state). Suppression of TF binding 

to nucleosomal DNA is reflected by the free energy cost of DNA unwrapping required to 
accommodate one more TF (30), and is taken into account by parameter 

 
c ! K

O
K

N
!1 . 

  
 For simplicity of presentation, we assume all TFBSs to have the same affinity and 
experience the same suppression by the nucleosome. More complicated models that drop 
these assumptions and consider partial unwrapping are considered in SI, but yield similar 
results. 
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 TFs can be activated by different mechanisms: increased intranuclear concentration 
of a TF (e.g. by facilitating its nuclear localization or inhibiting degradation) or elevated TF 
affinity for its cognate sites (e.g. through a conformational change upon a modification or 
binding to a ligand). Both factors are taken into account by a dimensionless 

parameter! = [P] K
O

, where [P] is the intranuclear concentration of the activated TF. In 

equilibrium, the system is fully determined by three dimensionless parameters: c, L, and !  

(Fig 1). We study equilibrium properties, assuming that rapid exchange of TFs and 
histones leads to fast equilibration. 
 
Cooperative binding and nucleosomal occupancy. 
The two quantities of primary biological interest are TF occupancy per site (Y) and the 
occupancy by the nucleosome (YN). Using statistical mechanics, and analogy to the MWC 
model, we obtain expressions for these quantities (see SI):   

Y = !
(1+! )

n"1
+ Lc(1+ c! )

n"1

(1+! )
n
+ L(1+ c! )

n
,    (1) 

Y
N
=

L(1+ c! )
n

(1+! )
n
+ L(1+ c! )

n
 .     (2) 

Fig. 2A presents TF and nucleosome occupancies as a function of TF concentration, 

computed using parameters inferred from experiments with ! = 0 "10,  L !10
3 , c !10"2  

(see Methods). Strikingly, nucleosome-mediated cooperativity results in a sharp transition 
with a two-fold increase in TF concentration leading to a more than eight-fold increase in 
the occupancy. The nucleosome occupancy also changes cooperatively, dropping from 
about 65% to less than 10% due to a two-fold change in TF concentration.  
 Complex cis-regulatory elements of higher eukaryotes may require several 
activating TFs (or several copies of the same TF) to be bound for initiation of gene 
expression (4, 31). To take this into account, we calculate another quantity, the probability 
of having at least k TF bound, Pk, as a measure of occupancy, which also shows a 
significant cooperativity (Fig 2B and SI). 
 

 Importantly, as in the case of hemoglobin, the cooperativity stems from suppression 
of TF binding at low TF concentration (Fig 2A, dotted vs solid green lines). This behavior is 
distinct from cooperative binding enhanced by attractive protein-protein interactions. 
Cooperative suppression of TF binding by nucleosomes, however, could be advantageous 
in multicellular eukaryotes that contain an overwhelming number of spurious binding sites 
in their genomes (12, 27). 

 Surprisingly, our model suggests that nucleosome destabilization should have 
opposite effects on cooperativity and on TF binding. Factors that destabilize nucleosomes, 
(e.g. histone modification, poly(dA:dT) etc) facilitate TF binding, but make this binding less 
cooperative. Similarly, factors that stabilize nucleosomes, suppress binding at a low TF 
concentration, making binding more cooperative. In the Discussion, we review recent 
genomics findings that reveal signatures of nucleosome stabilization in human regulatory 
regions (26). 
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Analogy to hemoglobin 

Strikingly, the system of TFs and a nucleosome is identical to the scheme of cooperativity 
in hemoglobin described by the classical Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model (20). 
Table S1 summarizes equivalent parameters and analogous phenomena between the two 
systems. The MWC model considers the equilibrium between two states of hemoglobin: 
the R state, which has a higher affinity for O2, and the low-affinity T state. In the absence of 
the O2, hemoglobin is mostly in the T state. Binding of O2 shifts the equilibrium toward the 
R state, making binding of successive oxygen molecules more likely and thus cooperative 
(Fig 1D). The R and T states of hemoglobin correspond to the O- and N-states of the 
nucleosomal DNA, and the binding of O2 to hemoglobin domains corresponds to the 
binding of TFs to individual sites (Fig 1CD, Table S1). 
 The analogy to the MWC model allows us to reveal features of the nucleosome-TF 
system that are essential for cooperativity (Table S1). The MWC system has a strong 
cooperativity as long as L is sufficiently large (L>100) and c is sufficiently small (c<0.1), i.e. 
the nucleosome is stable (in the absence of TFs) and significantly attenuates TF binding. 
These requirements are consistent with estimated parameters (see Methods), as well as 
with high stability (32, 33) and slow exchange (34, 35) of nucleosomes in regions depleted 
in TFBSs. In vitro studies of TF binding to nucleosomal DNA demonstrate the required 
attenuation of TF binding (36). 
 
The Bohr effect and chromatin modification 

 We also use the analogy to hemoglobin to examine implications of sequence-

specific nucleosome positioning, histone modifications and other processes involved in 
gene regulation. These effects can be considered as allosteric heterotropic regulation of 
the nucleosome-TF system, analogous to heterotropic effectors of hemoglobin. A 

prototypical heterotropic allosteric regulation of hemoglobin is the Bohr effect: lowering 
the pH decreases the affinity to oxygen, thus providing more oxygen to actively working 
muscles.  The basis of the Bohr effect is the higher affinity of hydrogen ions to the T state. 
Thus, low pH stabilizes the T state, shifting the equilibrium away from the high-affinity R 
state. Other allosteric effectors of hemoglobin (e.g. DPG) act in a similar way: binding 
hemoglobin in one state affects the R-T equilibrium and thus changes the affinity of 
hemoglobin to oxygen.  
 While heterotropic effectors of hemoglobin affect equilibrium between R and T 
states, effectors of the nucleosomes-TF system such as histone modifications and histone-
binding proteins influence nucleosome stability, thus altering the balance between N and O 
states. Fig. 2C shows the manifestation of the “Bohr effect” in the TF-nucleosome system: 
small changes in nucleosomal affinity (from L to L’) due to histone modifications can shift 
the balance in TF-nucleosome competition toward or away from the nucleosome. For 

example, a modification that reduces nucleosome stability by about "G=1 kcal/mol 

("G=kBTlog(L/L’)) can lead to an 80% drop in nucleosome occupancy and a concurrent 

rise of the TF occupancy (Fig. 2C, inset). Similarly, nucleosome-positioning sequences 
have a similar effect: they alter nucleosome stability, thus shifting the occupancy curve. 
Competition between the nucleosome and TFs leads to amplification of the nucleosome-
positioning sequence signal, i.e. small changes in histone affinity translate into significant 
changes in nucleosome occupancy (Fig. 2C, inset). 
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Similarly, small changes in TF concentration can significantly reduce nucleosomal 
occupancy (Fig 2A,3C) in TFBS-rich regions. For example, activation of a tissue-specific 
TF can lead to selectively reduced chromatization and increased accessibility of tissue-
specific regulatory regions (Fig.3). This is in agreement with a recent genome-scale 
mapping of DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHS) which found that several loci exhibit tissue-
specific DHS profile (37). Note that this mechanism of passive nucleosome eviction does 
not rely on recruitment of chromatin modification machinery, which may play a role in 
further destabilizing nucleosomes and expanding nucleosome-free regions. 
 

Critical size of the TFBS cluster 

Nucleosome-induced cooperativity, however, has some properties without counterparts in 
hemoglobin. For example, the number and the affinity of binding sites are constant in 
hemoglobin, but vary in cis-regulatory regions. Fig 2D presents nucleosomal occupancy as 
a function of the number, n, of TFBSs.  As the number of TFBSs exceeds a certain critical 
value nc, nucleosomal occupancy drops sharply, manifesting another allosteric effect in the 
system. Our calculations show that the critical number of TFBSs is given by 
n
c
! log(L) / log(1+" ) , yielding a narrow range nc=3-6 that is not very sensitive to model 

parameters (see SI). This range of TFBSs  per nucleosomal footprint is consistent with the 
recent characterization of Drosophila enhancers (1, 3) which contain about 20 TFBSs per 
0.7-1 Kb (i.e. 4-6 sites per nucleosome) (2). Similarly, the cis-regulatory system of endo16 
in sea urchins has about 50 sites localized within 2.3Kb and grouped into seven clusters of 
sites 5-10 sites (4). Such passive eviction of nucleosomes can be sufficient to explain 
widespread depletion and rapid exchange of nucleosomes in TFBS-rich regions (33, 34, 
38-40).  
 This cluster size is consistent with our recent information-theoretical estimates (27) 
of the minimal significant TFBS cluster. Nucleosomes-mediated cooperativity can suppress 
binding to widespread spurious sites that are unlikely to cluster, while providing binding to 
clusters of sites. An example on Fig 3 demonstrates that clusters of 5 high-affinity (or 8 
low-affinity TFBSs) become occupied and nucleosome-free, while isolated sites remain 
unoccupied by TFs. 
 Our approach allows one to consider the contributions of low-affinity sites(9, 41) and 
mixtures of sites of different TFs (see SI). Fig 3 illustrates how arrays of low-affinity and 
high-affinity sites in nucleosomal DNA respond differently to increasing levels of TFs. 
 
Discussion 

Below we discuss several experimental results that support the nucleosome-mediated 
mechanism of cooperativity, summarized in Table S2, and propose direct experimental 
tests of the mechanism.  We believe that the proposed mechanism contributes to the 
complex interplay of nucleosome-positioning DNA sequences (23, 42-46), TFs interacting 
with each other (2) as well as with histones (47) and regulating gene expression (25, 41). 
The relative importance of different mechanisms of cooperativity (16) and nucleosome 
positioning (23) may vary for different DNA regions and different organisms (46). A recent 
study examined intrinsic and extrinsic nucleosome-positioning factors and demonstrated 
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that taking into account TF-nucleosome competition improves the accuracy of nucleosome 
position predictions (23). 

 Most direct evidences of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity come from 
experimental studies that demonstrated cooperative binding of non-endogenous TFs 
without involvement of protein-protein interactions and for a range of up to 200 bps (15-
17). Moreover, experiments with TFs lacking activation domains have shown that 
synergistic activation of gene expression is determined more by the number of TFBSs than 
by the interactions with general TFs, polymerase, or chromatin modification machinery (31, 
48). Consistent with the nucleosome-induced mechanism, trans-complementation 
experiments on stripe 2 enhancers demonstrated that precise expression does not require 
special Bcd-Hb interactions and can be achieved by chimeric and non-endogenous (i.e. 
non-interacting) TFs (9).  The range of nucleosome-induced cooperativity (~150-200 bps) 
is also consistent with the modularity of the otd enhancer, which contains two 180-bp 
TFBS clusters, each able to provide the correct expression pattern (49).  

 Presented mechanism also ties together several observations in genomics. Passive 
nucleosome eviction can explain how low nucleosomal density is maintained on cis-
regulatory regions, and how sharp boundaries of such nucleosome-depleted regions are 
achieved. The critical number of sites nc=3-5 (see above) required for the TF-induced 
nucleosome displacement is consistent with clustered arrangements of TFBSs and can 
explain why such clustering serves as a powerful criterion for bioinformatic identification of 
cis-regulatory regions (3, 50). Our mechanism suggests a possible role for low-affinity 
TFBSs, which are abundant (2, 51) and essential (9) in Drosophila, in assisting high-affinity 
sites to displace nucleosomes. Cooperative nucleosome displacement by competing TF 
serves, along with sequence information (42-46, 52), to determine nucleosome positioning, 
but, in contrast, can be tissue or condition specific. 

 The nucleosome-mediated mechanism allows significant flexibility in arrangements 
of TFBSs while retaining cooperativity, requiring only that a sufficient number of site are 
located sufficiently deep inside a nucleosomal footprint. Widespread turnover of sites in 

enhancers (1-3) and the paucity of local protein-protein interactions observed in a crystal 
structure of interferon-beta enhanceosome (53) are difficult to reconcile with the classical 
model of cooperativity by protein-protein interactions. The nucleosome-mediated 
mechanism can explain observed promiscuity of regulatory regions: unrelated TFs can 
cooperate by evolving proximal TFBSs or by site duplication and divergence. A new TFs 
can become a part of an existing assembly by acquiring TFBSs within an existing cluster, a 
fairly fast and widespread evolutionary process (12, 54). A classical model of cooperativity, 
in contrast, requires interacting TFs to evolve protein-protein interfaces used for 
interactions – a much slower evolutionary process. 

 The nucleosome-mediated mechanism, however, works only for TFBSs separated 
by at most 150 bps. This range can be increased by synergy of nearby nucleosomes (55) 
and spread much further through recruitment of chromatin modification machinery and 
positive feedback in this process (56). 

 The proposed mechanism makes concrete predictions that can be tested 
experimentally. First, it suggests a dependence of the cooperative effect and nucleosome 
occupancy on the number of TFBSs. Both the nucleosome occupancy and level of gene 
expression can be assayed directly for synthetic or natural promoters that contain TFBS 
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clusters of different densities and spacings, and that are also confirmed to be SWI/SNF-
independent. Our model specifically predicts that cooperativity (as measured by the Hill 
coefficient) increases with the number of sites and is greater for sites located closer to the 
nucleosome center. Second, the cooperativity of TF binding is predicted to depend on 
nucleosome stability in a non-trivial fashion: stabilization of the nucleosome (e.g. by strong 
nucleosome-positioning DNA sequences) is expected to make binding and expression 
more cooperative, while destabilization of the nucleosome (e.g. by poly(dA:dT) sequences 
(57, 58) or nucleosome eviction by a non-endogenous TF or polymerase) is expected to 
decrease cooperativity. This prediction can be used to distinguish our mechanism from the 
effect of direct protein-protein interactions that are expected to exhibit the opposite 
dependence on nucleosome stability. A recent study of human nucleosome positioning 
(26) provided evidence consistent with our predictions. First, it reports elevated in vivo 
nucleosomal occupancy of human regulatory sequences. This observation is consistent 
with high nucleosome stability required by nucleosome-mediated cooperativity. Second, 
this study demonstrates that such high nucleosomal occupancy is encoded in the DNA 
sequences of regulatory regions, and such sequences are depleted in nucleosome-
repelling rigid poly(dA:dT). Again, the depletion of poly(dA:dT) supports the requirement of 
our model for stable nucleosome positioning. Moreover, our model predicts that 
poly(dA:dT) may flank TFBS clusters and thus stabilize TF-competing nucleosomes, by 
preventing their sliding. Removal of such sequences, we predict, will reduce the degree of 
cooperativity, while increasing the binding affinity for TFs.  

 Nucleosome-mediated cooperativity works particularly well for clusters of several 
TFBSs and thus may be utilized more by higher eukaryotes with more complex regulatory 
regions (4). Yeast, to the contrary, has simpler promoters with individual sites, rather than 
clusters carrying regulatory potential (27), and may rely less on nucleosome-mediated 
cooperativity. Consistent with this argument is the observation that yeast has a lower 
nucleosome occupancy and lower intrinsic nucleosome propensity of regulatory regions 
(44, 59).  
 

In summary, we have shown how competition between a nucleosome and TFs can lead to 
cooperative binding of TFs and cooperative eviction of nucleosomes from regulatory 
regions. We have established and employed the analogy between this process and 
cooperativity in hemoglobin according to the MWC model. This analogy has allowed us to 
consider chromatin modification and nucleosome positioning sequences as heterotropic 
allosteric effectors, similar to the Bohr effect. Most importantly, presented mechanism 
explains several observations in comparative and functional genomics that cannot be 
reconciled with the classical model of cooperativity via direct protein-protein interactions or 
a simplistic view of nucleosomes as suppressors of gene expression. Our study provides a 
mechanistic rationale for widespread flexibility in arrangement of bindings sites, allowing 
highly evolvable regulatory regions. Finally, the analogy between cooperativity in 
hemoglobin and nucleosome-mediated cooperativity of TFs hints at a widespread MWC 
mechanism of cooperativity observed in range of biological systems from protein folding 
(60), to receptor coupling in bacteria (61), ligand-gated ion channels and enzymatic 
phosphorylation (62). 
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Materials and Methods 
We use a statistical mechanics approach to derive occupancy and other equilibrium properties of 
the system presented in Fig 1 (see SI). The advantage of our approach is that it allows 

generalization for more complex cases considered in SI. 

Estimation of parameters from experimental data 

 To estimate !, we take into account TF binding to both specific and non-specific DNA, with 

constants bindingK  and K
NS

, respectively. Due to competition between specific and non-specific 

DNA the occupancy the occupancy of a single site is y = [P] / ([P]+ K(1+ [DNA] / K
NS
)) =! 1+! , 

where ! " [P] K
eff

, effective binding constant is defined as 

K
eff
= K 1+ [DNA] / K

NS( ) ! K[DNA] / KNS
, and [DNA] is the concentration of TF-accessible non-

specific DNA. The dissociation constant of most eukaryotic TFs is in the range of K !1"10 nM , 

while known non-specific binding constants areK
NS

!1"10µM  (63, 64). Using the length of 

genomic DNA and the measured copy number of TFs ([P]#500-5000 in yeast and [P]#104-105 

protein copies per nucleus in multicellular eukaryotes, (65, 66)) with the assumption of 90% 

chromatinization, we obtain the range of !#0.5-5.  

 We estimate L using in vivo nucleosome equilibrium occupancy f = [N ] ([N ]+ [O]) , 

yielding L = f (1! f ) . Although for stable nucleosomes, occupancy is very close to 1, the fraction 

of DNA covered by nucleosomes provides a lower bound for f and has a range of 0.9-0.99 (67), 

yielding L>10-100. This constitutes a lower bound for f and L, because most nucleosome-free 

regions are maintained by competition with TFs or active chromatin modification. 

 Parameter c of the model reflects suppression of TF binding by a nucleosome, while in the 
N state. Acting through steric hindrance, such suppression is not permanent and nucleosomal DNA 

becomes transiently exposed for TF binding (Fig 1B) (36, 68). This suppression is equivalent to 

the experimentally measured equilibrium constant of site exposure, which depends on the location 

of the site with respect to the center of the nucleosome and has the range c= 2$10-2-10-5. Detailed 

treatment of partially unwrapped states (see SI) shows that they can be aggregated into a single N-
state.  

 Obtained estimated values of parameters are sufficient to provide nucleosome-mediated 

cooperativity. The mechanism of cooperativity is very robust, requiring only L >>1and c <<1  for 
the onset of cooperativity (Fig S1).  
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Figures 

 
 
 
Figure 1. The model of nucleosome-mediated cooperativity. A. DNA region containing an 

array of n sites (green boxes) that can be bound by a histone core (red oval), thus becoming 

nucleosomal DNA, or remain naked. In either the nucleosomal (N) or the open (O) state, the DNA 
can be bound by transcription factors (TFs, green ovals). Binding of TFs to the nucleosomal DNA 

is diminished as compared to naked DNA, but is possible due to transient, partial unwinding of the 

DNA (shown in B)(36). The equilibrium of the system is fully characterized by the scheme in C. The 
states of the system: nucleosomal (Ni) and open (Oi), with i being the number of TFs bound. In this 

form, the nucleosome-TF system is identical to the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model of 

cooperativity in hemoglobin (D). The N and O forms of the DNA correspond to the T and R states 

of hemoglobin; TF binding is equivalent to O2 binding (see Table S1). Like the MWC model, the 

nucleosome-TF system is determined by three dimensionless parameters: L, c and ! (see text). B. 

The model of Polach and Widom (19): synergistic binding by two TFs to nearby sites through 

partial unwinding of nucleosomal DNA. The mechanism requires the constant presence of a 

nucleosome and does not lead to nucleosome eviction. In our model, binding of multiple TFs can 
evict a nucleosome completely thus allowing more distant sites to interact, more sites to be 

involved and hence a higher Hill coefficient.  
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Figure 2. Nucleosome-mediated cooperativity and its implications. A. Cooperative 

transition in the equilibrium TFBS occupancy, Y (solid green line), and nucleosome occupancy, YN 

(red line), as a function of TF concentration ! (eq. 1 and 2, n=6, L=103, c=10-3). Notice that 

nucleosome-mediated cooperativity leads to suppression of TF binding at a low concentration, as 

compared to non-cooperative binding (dashed green line). B. Probability of having at least 3 TF 
bound P3 as a function of TF concentration (blue). Mean occupancy per site, Y, is shown for 

comparison (green). C. The Bohr effect:  attenuation of histone affinity for DNA, due to 

modifications or as a function of DNA sequence (modified - dashed line, unmodified - solid line), 
leads to a shift in TF-nucleosome competition and displacement of the nucleosome by TFs (arrow). 

This competition renders nucleosomal occupancy, YN, considerably responsive to small changes in 

nucleosome affinity (inset), as demonstrated by the dependence of YN on -"G=kBTlog(L) 

(kcal/mol). D. The effect of number of TF sites, n, on nucleosome stability, obtained for three 

concentrations of TF: !=3,5,8 (lines from top to bottom). There is a critical number of sites (~4-5) 

below which TFs are unable to displace a nucleosome and above which the nucleosome is 
unstable even at a lower concentration of TFs. 
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Figure 3. Cooperative binding to high- and low-affinity sites. The nucleosomal (red) and 

TF (green) occupancy profiles for a regulatory region that contains clusters of high- and low-affinity 
sites. A. The binding energy profile: a cluster of 8 low-affinity sites and a cluster of 5 high-affinity 

sites located over the background of spurious low-affinity sites (27). The region contain 7 stable, 

equally spaced nucleosomes with a liner of 50bp. B-D diagrams show nucleosomal occupancy YN 

(red), and TF cluster occupancy P3 for three values of TF concentration. While an intermediate TF 
concentration is sufficient to get high-affinity clusters nucleosome-free and TF-bound, a higher 

concentration is needed for low-affinity clusters. A combination of low- and high-affinity sites in a 

regulatory region can result in different responses to various TF concentrations. Notice that 
isolated low-affinity sites are unable to displace nucleosomes. Nucleosomes were assumed to be 

well-positioned by DNA sequence, and sliding was disregarded. The following parameters were 

used: c=0.01; L=1000, !non-site= 0.001;  !high-affinity = 20; !low-affinity= 1. 



Supporting Information

Derivation of the protein and nucleosomal occupancies:

the MWC model

Here we use a statistical mechanics approach to derive occupancy and other
equilibrium properties of the system. Alternative derivations can be found
elsewhere [1]. The advantage of our approach is that it allows direct gener-
alization for sites of different strengths.

Consider a fragment of DNA containing n cognate sites for a DNA-binding
protein, e.g. a transcription factor (TF), with concentration P and an affinity
to each site characterized by the binding constant K. Since the sites are
bound independently, the probability of each site being occupied is

y =
P

P + K
=

α

1 + α
, (1)

where α = P/K is a dimensionless protein concentration. It is easy to see
that α is simply a statistical weight of the bound state.

The system of sites can be in two states, N and O, that determine the
binding constants of all the sites: KN and KO. The statistical weights of the
bound site in each state are: αO = P/KO ≡ α and αN = P/KN = cP/KO =
αc, where c = KO/KN is another dimensionless parameterof the system.

The system has 2n states: N0, N1, ...Nn, O0, O1, ...On, where the subscript
denotes the number of occupied sites. The states N and O have different
energies, and in the absence of occupied sites, the concentrations of the two
states are connected by L = N0/O0 .

Thus, the system is fully defined by three dimensionless parameters: α -
the effective concentration of the protein, c - the suppression of the protein’s
affinity for its site by the nucleosome, and L - the equilibrium stability of the
nucleosome in the absence of the DNA-binding protein. First, we calculate
the equilibrium occupancy per site, i.e.

Y =
1

n

�
n

i=0 i[w(Oi) + w(Ni)]

Z
, (2)

with the partition function Z =
�

n

i=0[w(Oi) + w(Ni)]. The function w(·) is
a statistical weight of each state:

w(Oi) = C
i

n
αi

O
= C

i

n
αi (3)

w(Ni) = LC
i

n
αi

N
= LC

i

n
(αc)i

, (4)

1



where Ck

n
is the binomial coefficient and L takes care of the higher statistical

weight of the state N.
Sums in the numerator and denominator can be easily calculated:

n�

i=0

w(Oi) =
n�

i=0

C
i

n
αi = (1 + α)n

, (5)

n�

i=0

iw(Oi) =
n�

i=0

C
i

n
iαi = α

n�

i=0

C
i

n
iαi−1 (6)

= α
∂

∂α

n�

i=0

C
i

n
αi = α

∂

∂α
(1 + α)n = αn (1 + α)n−1

. (7)

Other sums can be calculated in the same way to give a closed form solution:

Y = α
(1 + α)n−1 + Lc (1 + cα)n−1

(1 + α)n + L (1 + cα)n . (8)

Eq. 8 is identical to the mean occupancy of hemoglobin sites obtained in the
MWC model. As in the case of hemoglobin, cooperativity requires

L� 1, c� 1.

Occupancy curves do not change much with c, but require a sufficiently large
L to achieve high cooperativity and a large Hill coefficient (see Fig. S1 and
below).

We can also calculate quantities that have no counterparts in the MWC
model of hemoglobin, such as the nucleosomal occupancy:

YN =

�
n

i=0 w(Ni)

Z
=

L (1 + cα)n

(1 + α)n + L (1 + cα)n , (9)

and the probability of having exactly k sites occupied:

pk =
Ck

n
αk

�
1 + Lck

�

(1 + α)n + L (1 + cα)n , (10)

or at least k sites occupied:

Pk =
n�

i=k

pi =

�
n

i=k
Ci

n
αi (1 + Lci)

(1 + α)n + L (1 + cα)n . (11)
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These quantities are particularly useful for dealing with large clusters of
sites, where a few bound proteins (transcription factors) can be sufficient to
activate transcription. For example, the probability of having at least one
site occupied in a cluster is

P1 =
(1 + α)n − 1 + L [(1 + αc)n − 1]

(1 + α)n + Lc(1 + α)n
= 1− 1 + L

(1 + α)n + Lc(1 + α)n
.

The Hill coefficient of the MWC model

The Hill coefficient has been historically used to characterize the degree of co-
operativity in a binding reaction. Although it cannot be obtained in a simple
and closed form, here we derive an approximate but transparent expression
for the Hill coefficient.The Hill coefficient h is defined for an all-or-none bind-
ing reaction of h independent molecules:

Y =
[P ]h

Kh
d

+ [P ]h
=

αh

1 + αh
. (12)

This expression is a poor approximation for MWC occupancy obtained above.
Historically, the value of h was sought as a slope of Y

(1−Y ) vs α plotted in log-
log scale. Using this approach, we define

h(α) =
∂ log

�
Y

1−Y

�

∂ log α
, (13)

and then find
h = max

α
h(α). (14)

Using Eq. 8 and assuming c = 0, we obtain

h(α) =
(1 + α)n + L (1 + nα)

(1 + α)n + L (1 + α)
. (15)

While there is no analytical solution for

∂h(α∗)

∂α
= 0, (16)

the equation simplifies to:

(1 + α∗)n = L
1 + α∗

(n− 1) α∗ − 1
, (17)
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leading to:

h(α∗) =
nα∗

α∗ + 1
. (18)

The value of α∗ can be obtained by solving Eq. 17 numerically, or by approx-
imating its right side with L/ (n− 1), yielding

α∗ ≈
�

L

n− 1

� 1
n

− 1, (19)

which provides a very good approximation for the Hill coefficient (Table S3).
There are two important conclusions to be made from the form of Eq.

18. First, the Hill coefficient is linear in n, and is close to n. Thus, the more
binding sites there are in the footprint, the more cooperative the binding
reaction is. Second, the Hill coefficient depends, though weakly, on L, stabil-
ity of the nucleosome. Nucleosome-mediated cooperativity, thus requires a
nucleosome that is sufficiently stable in the absence of activated TFs poised
to displace it.

Derivation of the protein and nucleosomal occupancies

for distinct sites: generalization of the MWC model.

The model presented above can be easily generalized for cases when sites have
different strengths, or when two or more types of proteins are poised to bind
their respective sites in the region of interest. These cases lead to different
statistical weights of different sites, i.e. αi, i = 1..n. While there are no closed
form solutions for such cases, we derived the following equations that can be
treated numerically. The partition function is the sum of contributions by
the two (N and O) states. Each state has n sites, each either occupied or
unoccupied independent of the others. Thus, each site contributes (1 + αi)
to the product in the corresponding state, leading to the partition function

Z =
n�

i=1

(1 + αi) + L

n�

i=1

(1 + cαi) . (20)

The occupancy per site and the nucleosome occupancy can be computed
as follows:

Y =
1

n

�
n

k=1 αk

�
n

i=1,i�=k
(1 + αi) + Lc

�
n

k=1 αk

�
n

i=1,i�=k
(1 + cαi)

Z
, (21)

YN =
L

�
n

i=1 (1 + cαi)

Z
. (22)
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While calculating Pk for any k becomes more cumbersome, P1 and P2

have simple forms:

P1 = 1− 1 + L

Z
, (23)

P2 = 1− 1 + L + (1 + Lc)
�

n

i=1 αi

Z
. (24)

The effect of site position

Interference of the histone core with protein binding depends on the location
of sites with respect to the nucleosome. Sites located closer to the center of
the nucleosome are affected more by the presence of the histone core than sites
located closer to the ends. This effect can be taken into account by assigning
different values of ci to different sites: greater ci values for central sites and
lower for peripheral sites. Assuming otherwise identical sites, we derived
the following expressions for the mean site occupancy and the nucleosomal
occupancy:

Y =
α

n
·
n (1 + α)n−1 + L

�
n

k=1 ck

�
n

i=1,i�=k
(1 + ciα)

Z
, (25)

YN =
L

�
n

i=1 (1 + ciα)

Z
, (26)

Z = (1 + α)n + L

n�

i=1

(1 + ciα) . (27)

Derivation of the equation for the critical number of

sites nc in a cluster

Here we study how the cluster occupancy depends on the number of sites
n. We focus on the nucleosomal occupancy, looking to find nc - a critical
number of sites sufficient to have a nucleosome displaced by the DNA-binding
proteins.

We seek nc such that it provides nucleosomal occupancy YN(nc) = 0.5.
We consider a case where c � 1 and α ≈ 2 − 5 and thus can approximate
YN :

YN =
L(1 + cα)n

(1 + α)n + L(1 + cα)n
≈ L

(1 + α)n + L
,
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YN(nc) =
1

2
,

(1 + α)nc = L,

nc =
log L

log(1 + α)
.

Using the range of values L = 100−1000 and α ≈ 2−5, we obtain nc ≈ 3−6.
Note that 3− 6 sites per nucleosomal footprint corresponds to about 15− 30
sites in a regulatory region of 1Kb being required to displace nucleosomes
from this region.

A generalized model: DNA peeling

The model presented above assumes two states for the nucleosomal DNA:
fully open and accessible to TFs, or fully bound by the histones forming
nucleosomes. DNA in the nucleosomal state is partially accessible to TFs
through partial DNA unwrapping. This effect is taken into account implicitly
by setting c to a small value, the degree of DNA accessibility in the N state.

Here we generalize our model to consider explicitly conformations of the
nucleosome where the histone core is bound to DNA, but the DNA can be
partially unwrapped (peeled off). The physics of DNA unwrapping has been
extensively studied experimentally [2, 3] and recently reviewed in depth by
Garcia et al [4].

We replace a single N -state with a continuum of states characterized by
two reaction coordinates of unwrapping x1 and x2 (figure S2). The free energy
of the unwrapped state depends on the energy of the remaining DNA-histone
interactions and the energy of DNA bending. According to Garcia et al [4],
this free energy can be well approximated by a model in which both energies
vary linearly with the length of bound DNA, (�− x):

F (x) = (γbend − γrmadh) (�− x) ,

where x = x1 + x2 and � = 147bp, with γbend andγrmadh as the contact
energies per unit of length for DNA bending (Ebend = γbend�) and DNA-
histone contacts (Econtact = γadh�) introduced in [4] . This approximation
allows us to have only one reaction coordinate of peeling, x.

For further analysis, instead of x, the length of the peeled DNA, we use k,
the number of TFBSs located on the peeled DNA, as a reaction coordinate

6



(S2). Assuming n TFBSs equally spaced along a nucleosomal DNA of length
�, the free energy of a conformation with k exposed sites is:

F (k) = � (n− k) + C,

where C is an arbitrary constant and � is the peeling energy per unit of DNA
length which contains a single TFBS,

� = (γbend − γrmadh) �/n = (Ebend − Econtact) /n. (28)

We replace a single N -state with an array of states each having k = 0 . . . n

sites exposed. The partition function ZN of the N -state thus becomes a sum
of contributions from these states, ZN =

�
n

k=0 ZN(k). The partition function
of the state with k sites exposed can be written as

ZN(k) = (1 + α)k (1 + cα)n−k
L(k)w(k), (29)

where L(k) is the configurational equilibrium constant of the partially un-
wrapped state: L(k) ∼ exp (F (k)); and w(k) is the number of possible ways
to peel DNA such that k states are accessible. Since the histone core can form
a single contiguous contact region with DNA, w(k) ≈ k +1 (see Fig S2). We
set L(0) = L, where L is the equilibrium constant of the fully nucleosomed
state used above. The equilibrium constant of the open (O) state remains 1
as above. Then the equilibrium constants of the partially unwrapped states
are given by

L(k) = L exp (−k�), (30)

shown in Fig S2C.
Note that the partially unwrapped state with k = n (all sites accessible)

is distinct from the open O-state considered above: the nucleosomal histone
core is attached to the DNA in the k = n state and is free in the solvent in the
O-state. The free energy difference between the states is due to the entropy
gain from dissociation of the histone core, which later further dissociates
into individual histone dimers. This is reflected in the difference between the
equilibrium constants of these states: partially unwrapped with k = n has
L(n) = L exp (−n�), while the open state has an equilibrium constant of 1.
The significant entropy gain upon dissociation of the histone core requires
that L(n)� 1, i.e.

L exp (−n�)� 1. (31)
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The final expression for the partition function of the system includes
contributions from the N and O states:

Z = ZN + ZO, (32)

ZN = L

n�

k=0

(1 + α)k (1 + cα)n−k exp (−k�)(k + 1) (33)

= L (1 + cα)n (34)

+ L

n�

k=1

(1 + α)k (1 + cα)n−k exp (−k�)(k + 1), (35)

ZO = (1 + α)n (36)

(37)

The partition function of the N -states naturally splits into the term (34) for
the fully nucleosomed state as considered in the two-state model above, and
the term (35) which corresponds to the partially unwrapped states:

Z = ZN + ZO, (38)

ZN = Znucleosomed + Zunwrapped, (39)

ZO = (1 + α)n
, (40)

Znucleosomed = L (1 + cα)n
, (41)

Zunwrapped = L

n�

k=1

(1 + α)k (1 + cα)n−k exp (−k�)(k + 1) (42)

= L (1 + cα)n
n�

k=1

(k + 1) r
k
, (43)

where r =
�

1 + α

1 + cα

�
exp (−�). (44)

The relative contribution of each of the states (nucleosomed, unwrapped
and open) to the total partition function determines its relevance for the
system. The contribution of Zunwrapped is determined by the value of �, which
is subject to the constraint (31). Assuming, as above, that L � 1 and
c � 1, it can be shown that for α � 1, it is the fully nucleosomed state
that dominates the system, Znucleosomed � Zunwrapped, ZO, i.e. at low TF con-
centration the system is largely in the fully nucleosomed state. For α � 1,
ZO � Znucleosomed, Zunwrapped, leading to a DNA population that is largely in
the open state at high TF concentration. The contribution of the partially

8



unwrapped states at intermediate values of α can be studied numerically for
a range of � values.

Figure S3 presents the values of Znucleosomed, Zunwrapped and ZO as a func-
tion of α for � = 3, 6, 9kBT . The value of � can be estimated from experimen-
tally measured equilibrium constants for partially unwrapped states. Garica
et al [4] calculated the values of γadh and γbend as well as the energy contri-
butions of DNA bending and DNA-histone binding as Ebend = 35kBT and
Econtact = 14 ·6kBT = 84kBT , respectively. Using definition of epsilon in (28)
and n = 5− 8, we obtain � = 6− 10kBT .

Clearly at small α, the nucleosomed state has the partition function of
highest value, while at large α the largest contribution comes from the open
state. Even at intermediate values, the contribution of the partially un-
wrapped states is much smaller than contributions of the two other major
states considered above.

Conclusions

Analysis of this generalized model brings us to several conclusions. First,
nucleosomes can be found largely in either the fully assembled conformation
or absent from DNA. Second, while partial unwrapping provides TFs access
to nucleosomal DNA, partially unwrapped states play little role in the equi-
librium of the system. This two-state behavior of nucleosomes is due to the
high affinity of histones for DNA and significant entropy loss upon histone
assembly and DNA binding. Third, the two-state model introduced above ad-
equately describes interactions between nucleosomes and other DNA-binding
proteins.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
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Figure S1: Robustness of the cooperativity to 300-fold variation in pa-
rameters L (top, L = 10 − 3000, lines from left to right) and c (bottom,
c = 0.03− 10−4, more sigmoidal for smaller c).
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Figure S2: A The partially unwrapped state of a nucleosome, with DNA
peeling off at both ends and exposing some DNA-binding sites. B Schematic
representation of states in the system: formerly a single N-state is now split
into n + 1 N-states, each having a different number k = 0 . . . n of TFBSs
exposed. Each of the new states has some degeneracy which is ∼ k, since
there are approximately k ways for k sites to be exposed on two peeled
arms of nucleosomal DNA (see Eq. (29)). C The equilibrium constant of the
partially unwrapped N-states and the O-state as given by Eq. (30) (n = 6,
L = 1000, � = 3kBT ). Note that a state with all k = n sites exposed is
different from the O-state: the histone core is still attached to DNA in the
former, but not in the later. The free energies of the two states differ by the
free energy of histone core assembly and DNA binding.
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Figure S3: Partition sums of the three main states of the system: open, fully
nucleosomed, and partially unwrapped, each as a function of TF concentra-
tion α. The partition function for the unwrapped states has been calculated
using � = 3, 6 and 9kBT , shown by three red lines with boldness correspond-
ing to 9kBT , 6 and 3 from the bottom up. The sums have been computed
using equations 39-43 with values n = 6, L = 1000, c = 0. At low TF con-
centration, the nucleosomed state has the greatest statistical weight, and at
high TF concentration, the open state has the greatest weight. The contri-
bution of the partially unwrapped state is non-negligible at � = 3kBT , but is
always overshadowed by the two dominating states.
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Figure S4: Three saturation curves as functions of protein concentration for
Kd = 0.01. Blue, solid - non-cooperative binding Eq. (1). Blue, dotted -
cooperative binding of TFs to two sites considered by [5] (n = 2, L = 60 as
in [5]). Red - cooperative binding considered here (n = 6, L = 103). A. Log
scale of the X-axis as used in [5]. B. Linear scale of the X-axis as used here.
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Table S1. Comparison of the nucleosome-mediated cooperativity and the 
cooperative transition in hemoglobin. 
 

Cooperative transition in 

hemoglobin, the Monod-Wyman-

Changeux model  

Nucleosome-mediated 

cooperativity of transcription 

factors 

Components of the system 

Oxygen pressure, pO2 Concentration of TF, [P] 

Two states of the hemoglobin 
monomer: 

high affinity R and low affinity T 
states 

Two states of DNA:  
high affinity O and low affinity N  

(open or nucleosome) states 

Prevalence of the T state at low 
pO2 (L>>1) 

Prevalence of the N state (stable 
nucleosome) at low TF 
concentration (L>>1) 

Four oxygen-binding hemes (n=4) n TF binding sites 

Allosteric transition in hemoglobin Nucleosome assembly and 
displacement 

Phenomena 

Cooperative binding of oxygen Cooperative binding of TFs 

The Bohr effect Concentration of histones and their 
affinity for DNA 

Other heterotropic regulation Histone modifications,  
sequence-dependent nucleosome 
stability, histone-binding proteins 

Homotropic regulation TF-dependent nucleosome 
depletion, interaction between 

different TFs 

Energy stored in protein/heme 
deformation 

Energy stored in DNA deformation 
and histone-DNA interactions 

 
 



 
 
 
Table S2. Comparison of the model’s predictions with experiments. 
 

Model of the nucleosome-mediated 
cooperativity 

Experimental data 

Cooperative binding by non-interacting TFs Gal4, USF and NF-kappa B bind 

cooperatively to reconstituted nucleosomes 

in vitro. 

Cooperative action of TFs that bind within a 
footprint of a nucleosome <150bps, 

independent of site orientation. 

Cooperativity of Gal4 and USF 
independent of site orientation (17). LexA 

and Gal4, with one TF lacking the 

activation domain, cooperate up to a range 

of 200bps.  

Lack of cooperative binding in the absence 
of the nucleosomes. 

NF-kappa B acts synergistically at a 
promoter containing four sites. Binding is 

not cooperative in vitro (6)  

Cooperative binding of TFs does not 

require direct interactions among them. 
Structure of interferon-! enhanceosome 

demonstrating very few direct contacts 

among bound TFs (53). 

Displacement of a nucleosome that 
occupies a TFBS-rich region  

Enrichment of TFBSs in nucleosome- 
depleted regions (37, 69), nucleosome 

depletion in yeast regulatory regions 

(promoters) (33, 34).  

Critical number (nc=4-6) of TF binding sites 
required for cooperative binding. 

Clustering of TF binding sites in Drosophila 
enhancers, exceeding 20 sites per kb (2, 

3). Importance of clustering in eve2 (9). 

High concentration of TFs is required to 

displace a stable nucleosome, lower for 
modified nucleosomes (the Bohr effect). 

Recruitment of chromatin remodeling is 

required for activation through low-affinity 
sites. Overexpression compensates for the 

lack of remodeling (70, 71).   

Overexpression of TFs compensates for 

mutation of a high-affinity site, leading to 
nucleosome eviction through binding of two 

low-affinity sites (72).  

Nucleosomal occupancy depends on the 

presence of TFBSs. 

Nucleosomal occupancy is restored by 

mutations eliminating TFBSs (69). Mutation 
in the high-affinity site of HSF reduces 

nucleosome eviction in vivo (72). 

 

 
 

 

 



Table S3: The Hill coefficient as a function of the number of sites n, for

L = 10
3
, c = 0.

n h, numeric h, Eq (18)

1 1.0 1.0
2 1.9 1.9
3 2.7 2.6
4 3.1 3.1
5 3.5 3.5
6 3.8 3.7
7 4.0 3.9
8 4.1 4.0
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